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1. Introduction. In quantum field theory, the multiplication of
distributions such as ., pfx-.(, c’. etc., plays an important role.

But the multiplications of these types can not be defined in
proper sense of distribution theory. So, it will be desirable attempt
to extend the notion of proper distribution, define extended multi-
plication and calculate these products. In [8] we introduced the
spaces of sequences and generalized distributions and studied the
relations between proper distributions and generalized distributions.

The multiplication in spaces of sequences is associative and com-
mutative, which is convenient to the calculation of S matrix in
quantum field theory in contrast to the other definitions such as in

Ea-I EsZI E -I.
The weak point of the multiplication in spaces of generalized

distribution is the indeterminateness of the product. But this defect
is not disadvantage for the calculation of S matrix. E. Stueckelberg,
A. Petermann and W. Gtittinger associated these indeterminateness
with the so-called "ambiguities of current field theory" and introduced
renormalization constants.

In this paper we study mainly some concrete examples which
is important in quantum field theory such as 8.8, 8.x- etc. and show
also that the Gtittinger’s product is contained as a special case of
our multiplication.

2. Notations and Definitions [_8. Let Q denote the set of all

sequences {n} of functions e L’, i.e. Q- {{p}; e ’}. Let Q denote

the set of all convergent sequences in r topology. Let : denote the
set of all sequences which converge to zero in r topology. Let Q

denote the set of classes such that Q-- Q/o-{ r] T), c( r]oo)}.
Let ) be the set of all convergent classes, i.e. ) =-- /o-- { [r .)}.

Let Q" be the set of all convergent (in D’ topology)sequences {},
’. Let Q’ be the set of all classes Q’- Q"/o [c(T] r] T), c(T] r[oo )},

where ec(T[rl T) means pn--> T in ’, p--> T in r.
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Let Q" denote the set of all sequences which are convergent in
r and in r(,). Let Q denote the set of all convergent classes i.e.
Q’--Q/{-{c(T r T)}.

Let P be the natural mapping from Q to Q:. Let (TIrl ) be
the element of Q,, and let c(Sr be the element of Q.

Definition 1.

(Ti: ).(S]l )-{{}; -v.v, {V}(T]:l ), {g}(S]:] )},
[c(Tr[ ).c(Sr ),--P,{c(Tr ).c(Sr )}.

Definition 2.

where m, n(m) and n(m) are natural numbers.

We call [c(Tr ).c(S]v )]<) range of product in (D’). This defini-
tion is the extension of the definition by L. Schwartz. He defines
the product for a e () and Te (D’). In his definition, a is an equi-
valent class in the discrete topology in (). T is an equivalent class
in (D’).

]. Ranges of product. At the first step we give the range of

product [c([r [). c(r [)],) for topology r such that {} e c( r )
satisfy the following condition; there exists a sequence of positive
numbers {en} such that lira en--0 and <e for ]x]en. (We can

construct this sort of topology r by the following neighbourhoods"
V(0)-{e sup e-/e < e}, [10].

Here we consider specially the meaning of elements in [c(3]r]).
c(]r]3)](,). If {.} defines a distribution, then its carrier is the
original point, where {}, {}, {9}, {9}ec(]r] ). So it must take the

formC(). Conversely selecting suitable sequence, we can construct

C3() for arbitrary C and N.

For example, let {}, {}} be the functions shown in the figures.
Then {.} converges to 81"/4.

Further we can even construct C(), where C() is a
&=0 k=O

class c( [r,[ ) which contains the sequence {} such that <{}x>
lim <, x>-(--1)’C,.mI

From these results and others [10], we obtain the following

Theorem 1. If the set of the sequences c(3[r]’) has the follow-
ing property; there exists a sequence of positive numbers {} such
that lime-0 and <e for xe and xg--e, then for
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x

Fig. 1

(lrl), {’} takes the following form;

f{.}-- C(a)l+’dp(a)+, C<n,
’t----0

i.e. there exist e (61r, 6) and {} e ] C6 such that {.}
k=0

=-]C(a){()’+’} alp(a)+ {}.

Conversely, for any C(a) and C there exist {], {]ec(8[r8) such
that the above expression holds.

At the second step we gve a range of product [c(8] r]).
c(1/x]] 1/)]r) for the case in which c(l r) is the above set of

sequences in this paragraph and the set of sequences c(1/x [ 1/)
has the following properties; there exists a sequence of positive
number {} such that lim --0 and [/--llx<e forX and x--e.
If [./} defines a distribution, then its carrier is the original
point, where

{}, {} c(l : ), {e’}, {q’} e c(/x 1/x).

So it must take the form C6). If {./} is not a distri-
k=O

fbution, it is expressed by the similar formula C()*"g()+C
as in heorem 1 [10. Conversely, seleeing suitable sequences, we
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can construct this expression for arbitrary C and C(a). Because, if
the carrier of / is x>=/2 and X--Zn/2 and if the carrier of
is 0 =< x__< s/2, and if the carrier of ?; is n/2 O, then {/x+
+}c(1/x[1/x). Further if {}c([r]) has the carrier in
0Xn/2, we can construct {(/++;’).} such that lira (/

++;’).=lim/. by the topology in (D’). So we can apply

the result of Theorem 1 for c(]r[) and c(1/x[[1/x), and obtain the
formula

+
=0

Theorem 2. For {}c( r ) and [/}c(1/x ] 1/x), {./}
takes the following form;

Conversely for any C(a) and C there exist {}, /{,, such that
the above expression holds.

Next we select the topology ro such that c(r0[)c(r) and

c(1/x o 1/x) c(1/x] ]l/x), by the following way;

1 for all {}c(8 r0 8) x are uniformly bounded,
2 for all [/} e c(1/x o 1/x) x/ are uniformly bounded,

then we obtain the following

Theorem . (1) For {F}, {}ec(8]ro]8), {F.} takes the fol-
lowing form;

(2) For {&}ec(81r08), {/}ec(1/X o[1/x), {./} takes the
following fo,m;

+
4. Gfittinger’s product. Gfittinger defined the roduet of im-

roer functions. We show here that his construction is the restricted
one of our multiplication.

Definition. We gefie the oget {}o{} of {f} ag {f} b
the fooig a {p}o{p}--lim (lim {p.p}), ad e defie ToS-

lim (lim {p. }).

Lemma 2. If the imit of the f4ht had 4de of defiitio of
ToS eovee D’ fof S=, the (T., )--(C(,).

Remark. Th4 gefiitio of the oget i at of the
Definition 2.
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Proof. Let’s decompose 9(x)() to the following form; 9(x)
=(x)+-,()(0),)(x), where (x) is a fixed function satisfying

t--O

D(O)-- { m#i.m=i Then

(T. ), F(x)} lim (lim (.), (x)})
k

lim (lim ( - (x)+ (o)(x)})
m =0

k

lim lim {(9. ,(x)) +Z ")(0)(e .v-’),
’ m+ =0

k

k

Conversely for any C, (i-1,..., k) and T we can find {9(,}
which satisfy the above relation as follows: 9c) has a earrier
in an interval (--s,s), where ,>0 and lim,--0, and

(--1) i C,x*-*/(k--i) in an interval (--e,e), where
$=0

and lim -0.
Lemma . From the similar condition as that of Lemma 1, it

follows that (T.x-, 9}-(S, 9}+( C,3(*), 9(x)}, where S is a distri-

bution which has no more singularities than T at the origin.
Proof. Let’s decompose 9(x) e (D) to the following form; 9(x)

=+(x)+e(*)(0),(x), where D(),(0)--,. Then
$=0

(T.x-, e(x)}--lim lim (9. 9-,
k--1

=lim lim (9 x-,,(x)+ (0),(x))
k-1

lim lim {(9 .e
k-1

Conversely for any C, (i-1,..., k) and T we can find [9,-},
which satisfy the above relation as follows: 9-.9 has the follow-
ing properties;

()+ -()g-o,(1) -
’ ()g-c,() -

where {s} is a ositive sequence such that lim s--O, then (T.

S, )+ C, ()). he condition (2) is satisfied if we selee
0
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{f-} and {,r} such that ----C in the interval (--e, n) and lim
]--I=, )in the interval (--, ,,).

So we can obtain the conclusion of Lemma .
Gfittinger defined the product AB of two distributions A and B.

But, in his definition, B has essentially, only finite singular points
and in other points BC. 0n these singular points the singularities
of B are like ) or x-.

Now let’s introduce the topology r. regarding to B such that

c(A]r]A), c(B r B)--[{} satisfy the following condition:
Let {x,..., x} denote a set of singular points of B.
Let U,{x,..., x] denote a neighbourhood of {x,..., x}, where

n 0 and lira e 0.

D(--B) [<s for x U,{x,..., x].

Then we obtain following:
Theorem 4. If we can construct a set of distributions {C}

=[C;Ce(D’), C=lim(lim{.}) in (D’), where []ec(ArA) and

[}ec(B]rB), then AB-C in the sense of Gttinger’s meaning.
Proof. We can see this theorem from Lemmas 2 and .
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